Commonly confused words
There are some words in English which look very similar. Some
words have almost the same meaning but with a small
difference. And some words look similar in spelling to Spanish
but are actually totally different! For whatever reason, they are
confusing! Today we’re looking at some common problems.

Can you explain the difference between these words? Listen to the audio and check your answers
Funny vs. fun

Recipe vs. receipt vs. prescription

Borrow vs. lend

Now put the correct word into the sentences below

1) Wow, this pasta is delicious! You have to give me the ……………….
2) Can you …………….…me 10 pounds until next week?
3) I wasn’t feeling well but the doctor has given me a …………………… for antibiotics
4) I went to see a comedian last night but he wasn’t very……..………. His jokes were terrible.
5) When you buy something make sure you keep the ……………….. in case you have to take it back to
the shop.
6) I………………. a book from the library.
7) I tried surfing this summer. It was great ………………………
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Commonly confused words - ANSWERS
There are some words in English which look very similar. Some
words have almost the same meaning but with a small
difference. And some words look similar in spelling to Spanish
but are actually totally different! For whatever reason, they are
confusing! Today we’re looking at some common problems.

Can you explain the difference between these words? Listen to the audio and check your answers
Funny vs. fun
Funny makes you laugh, fun is when you have a good time
Recipe vs. receipt vs. prescription
Recipe – instructions for cooking food,
receipt – the piece of paper you are given after you buy something
prescription – what the doctor gives you so you can buy medicine
Borrow vs. lend
You borrow FROM a person (you take the money)
but
you lend TO a person (you give the money)

Now put the correct word into the sentences below

1) Wow, this pasta is delicious! You have to give me the recipe
2) Can you lend me 10 pounds until next week?
3) I wasn’t feeling well but the doctor has given me a prescription for antibiotics
4) I went to see a comedian last night but he wasn’t very funny. His jokes were terrible.
5) When you buy something make sure you keep the receipt in case you have to take it back to the
shop.
6) I borrowed a book from the library.
7) I tried surfing this summer. It was great fun!
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